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May 2020 

From the Commodore 
 
After our successful 24-Hour Race on 14/15 March we have 
experienced a staggering change with the COVID-19 pandemic. The 
club has followed Government’s guidelines for the alert levels and 
cancelled social activities from 18 March, as the social distancing 
requirements came into effect. With Alert Levels 3 and 4 coming into 
effect 23 and 25 March we were no longer able to run any of our 
programmed events on the water, and the club was shut down.  
 
The effects of the COVID-19 lockdown will be with us for some time 
because of the predicted economic downturn and disruption to 
employment over the coming months. Immediately for the club 
there is a loss of revenue from hire of the clubrooms and from bar 
sales and catering.  We have reduced as many of the costs that we 
can and obtained wage subsidies to assist staff. Some costs are fixed 
such as rates, but we have had to bear a substantial rental review 
increase for our lease. The outlook for next year is less certain with 
increasing costs and less revenue from hireage and subscriptions to 
be expected. 
 
I am most grateful to the very effective work of our Treasurer who 
has kept a close eye on finances and is confident the measures taken 
will mean we can hold our own with not too much of a deficit by the 
end of our financial year.  Thanks also to our manager and his team 
for their efforts in getting the club closed down at short notice, 
including cleaning and security. 
 
At the time of writing we are about to move down to Alert Level 3.  
This will not change the current situation, but it does mean we can 
start to think about what happens next.  At Level 3 we are still not 
able to access our boats in the Marina but moving to Level 2 we are 
able to go boating again with the need to comply with the one metre 
social distancing rule.  Use of the club then becomes possible but 
there are still social distancing rules as well as contact details and 
hygiene requirements to meet.  When we get to Level 1, we will be 
able to fully resume our club events. The sailing, house and cruising 
committees are preparing for this depending on when it might 
happen. The first event could be a more social on-the-water affair 
during Level 2 which is currently being considered. 
 
I am sure you will all be looking forward to getting back on the water as I am and here’s hoping we get some good 
weather when we get to Level 2.  Hope to see you all on the water soon. 
 
Max Meyers 

The Cutlass 
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From the executive committee 
 
 
 
Decisions from meetings on March and April meetings:  
 

• An agreement was reached with the Seaview Marina Ltd on the rental for the club premises. 

• Five new memberships were approved. 

• Approval was given to purchase six oil/column heaters with thermostat and timers, as an interim measure, 

to provide heating at the club. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other work being undertaken by the executive committee:  

 

• Management of the club activities under COVID-19 restrictions 

• Ensuring staff are receiving wage subsidy  

• Communication with members 

• Facebook policy update and guidelines 

• Management review 

• Food survey 

• Website hosting and updates 

• Re-scheduling of on and off water events 

• Preparing the club for return to Alert Level 1 & 2 

• Maintaining a close eye on finances  

• Business as usual  

 
 
In the interests of maintaining physical distancing and keeping in one’s bubble, the executive committee has been 
meeting via Zoom online to maintain an active interest in club business.  
 
Members are welcome to ask questions or make suggestion to the executive committee which will be considered at 
our next scheduled meeting on Thursday 14 May 2020. Email: lbyccommodore@gmail.com 
 
The Executive are mindful of the stress on some families and express their sincere concern, and hope that everyone 
will find a way through before we can all get out there on our harbour and enjoy the sea air.  
 
Keep positive and remember the feelings of being out on the water in our boats that we so love.  
 
 

New members 
 
A very warm welcome to: 
Max Pierce 
Catherine Dawson 
Fran McDonald 
Wayne Russell 
Debbie May 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:lbyccommodore@gmail.com
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Racing 
 

LBYC Sail Wellington Regatta – 20 January 2020 
By Ray Manning (Race Officer) 
 
The regatta was held in ideal sailing conditions on Wellington Anniversary Day. The fleet was small but competitive 
in both the Spinnaker and Cruising Divisions. There were five boats in Division 1 and three boats in Cruising Division. 
Four races were completed in relatively light winds from 8 -10 knots from the South.  
 
Amnesty took both Line and Handicap honours in Division 1 and Crewcut took Line and Handicap honours in Cruising 
Division. The Cruising Division did mix things up a bit as Chickadee, Crewcut and Quetzalli all had a turn at taking line 
honours and then Crewcut took first place in Race 4. Amnesty and Crewcut both took 1st place on Handicap in three 
out of the four races in their respective divisions. 
 
So, while the sailing was good this is perhaps a good time for us to open a dialogue as to the success of the LBYC 
regattas and the Sail Wellington Regatta.  
 
You can read Ray’s views and the questions he asks later in this issue. 
 

Regular racing 
 
Friday night pursuit races 

Pursuit Series B  
Races completed 3 
Number of boats 15-17  
Results Rosschild first, Sika II second, Minika third. 

 
Pursuit Series C  
Races completed 3 
Number of boats 11-19  
Results Crewcut first, Sika II second, 2 Low 4 Zero third. 

 

Summer series 
Races completed 3 
Number of boats 12-14  
Results – Combined Div Celebrity first, 2 Low 4 Zero second, True Blue third. 
Results – Cruising Div Crewcut first, Chickadee second. 

 
 

Single-handed series 
Races completed 3 
Number of boats 3-6   
Results  Kaea first, Celebrity second, Minika third. 

 
 

 
 
Congratulations to Claudia and her crew on Kaimai Flyer for winning the Div A PHRF Sheild at this year’s 
RPYNC Regatta.  
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What a race! 
By Theo Muller (Race Director) 

 

The 24-Hour Endurance Yacht Race was sailed on the weekend of 14 and 15 March 2020. The reserve weekend 

was a week later 21st and 22nd of March. Cast your mind back to that weekend. Howling gale and constant rain 

bucketing down. Race Officer Bob would have cancelled the race, for sure, and not just because of inclement 

weather. Also, Covid-19 would have put a stop to it.  Weren’t we lucky again, for the fourth year in a row? 

People came over to me after the race on Sunday the 15th, saying how did you do that – perfect weather again. 

Well, the answer is simple. I have a special relationship with the weather gods. “We’ll give you a great race”, 

these wise gods say, “but one day we are going to test the fleet, to make sure that they hold their side of the 

bargain. This is not the usual Sunday-afternoon-around-the-cans race; the 24-Hour Endurance Yacht Race 

requires thorough preparation, including careful crew selection, boat readiness and safety.” These weather 

gods have been around a long time and we better not test their kindness, because they can play rough, 

sometimes with little or no advance warning.   

 

 

 

But what a great race it was! On Freedom we had a ball – 10 

spinnaker hoists, including two gibes all perfectly executed 

under the watchful eye of Keith Murray and Grant Nalder. 

Flying the kite at night is an incredibly special experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations to the prize winners. Masterpiece (LBYC) 

sailed the longest distance (Heineken Centennial Tankard) at 

126.7NM, less than half a mile short of breaking last year’s 

distance record. Footprints, (EBYMC and LBYC) a Raven 26, 

won the overall handicap trophy, the Gibson Sheat Cup. Halo 

(EBYMC) came 2nd and Masterpiece 3rd. Congratulations to 

ALL skippers and crew for having a go. Yes, it takes some 

nerve and courage to compete in the 24-Hour Endurance 

Yacht Race. Special congrats to new entries Kaea, Rosschild, 

Amnesty and Celebrity. Speaking to skippers and crew 

afterwards at the prize-giving, it was clear that all had a great 

time and a sense of achievement. Without exception, they 

all told me that they will be back again next year.  
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Here is what some have said about their experience: 

 

Jennie Darby, skipper of Out to Lunch said “… it was such a good idea four years ago (or possibly longer) to have 

an endurance race and to keep repeating it each year.  The organisation involved must be tremendous and I 

hope you have written it all down for posterity - and for the centennial celebration. (Also) congratulations for 

getting the weather right again and a nod to the handicapping system which saw the first three of the four boats 

(on handicap) being under 30ft! 

Frank and Diana Clark of Rosschild, reluctant starters at first, 

had this to say: “Get involved, have a fun vitalising 24 hours 

on the water. That was how the race was promoted to us by 

Theo. Yeah right! As relatively new owners of ROSSCHILD, we 

had only put up the mainsail and a small jib during the Friday 

night series. Never had the spinnaker out of the bag, let alone 

flown it. This should be fun!! Thankfully, our crew of five had 

experience. Where possible, we had the kite flying and got the 

boat shifting along nicely.  A special thanks to Rhys, Michelle 

and Shaun for making the event so enjoyable, (and) thanks to 

all the organisers. See you again next year.” 

 

Jane Anderson, crew on Amnesty, obviously enjoyed the experience: “The absolute highlight of the race for me 

was when I got up onto the deck for a 3am shift, the feeling too hard to explain or put into words, it was cold, 

a slight breeze and a yacht right behind us, we could have thrown a stone and hit it. The next 3 hours were just 

so epic, putting a spinnaker up in the darkest hour and not being able to tell the colour of the ropes, every move 

mattered.  Just exhilarating.” 

 

Geoff Head, skipper of Halo completed his second 24-Hour Endurance Yacht Race. He said, “Most of the time 

during the night we couldn't see many other boats at all. It felt like we were the only ones in the harbour 

sometimes, broken only by the occasional call on the radio to race control as the boats announced they had 

completed another lap. It was beautiful watching the sun slowly rise behind the Eastbourne hills after a long 

night sailing".  

 

The 24-Hour Endurance Yacht Race is fast becoming an iconic yachting event on Wellington Harbour and is 

starting to get the attention of local and regional press with articles in the Dominion Post, Stuff, The Hutt News 

and Eastbourne Herald. Next year’s race will be sailed on the weekend of 27 and 28 March. This will be the 5 th 

anniversary of the race – a quinquennial or first lustrum. We will be thinking of something special for this event. 

Will you be there? 
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Hansa Sailability Nationals at LBYC 
By Ray Manning (Race Officer) 

 

This event was held at Seaview 21-23 February 2020 with Lowry Bay Yacht Club Inc. as the Organising Authority, in 

association with Sailability Wellington Inc. 

     …………………………………………………………………………………………… 

The event was the largest Sailability Nationals that have been held in New Zealand by a substantial number of boats. 

Sailors competed from Northland, Auckland, Tauranga, Taranaki, Wellington, and Nelson with one entry from NSW 

Australia. The regatta included eight entries from the Blind Sailing Association, which required the use of “Noisy 

Buoys” at the top mark and gate. Now that is different! 

 

While the event produced some great racing for the 49 entries it also was a master class in organising before, during, 

and after the event. There were more volunteers required than there were sailors, as this was a specialised and 

unique sailing event. 

 

The race management team, under the direction of Ray Manning, as 

race officer, numbered 22 volunteers, and used six boats: being 

Signal, Finish, Mark 1, Mark 2, plus four Safety RIBs. Each boat had a 

specific role which they were responsible for and everyone did their 

job well making the event a huge success on the water. As the race 

scheduled called for six races per day, with a break in the middle of 

the day for class and boat/crew changes, it was important for the 

Signal Boat (Wave Length – Peter Jackson - LBYC) team to just 

concentrate on setting the course accurately, getting the 

competitors to the starting area, organising the start, monitoring the 

race progress, and preparing for the next start. Thus, a separate 

Finish Boat (Quetzalli – Max and Mary Meyers, with Lynn Porter - 

LBYC) was placed on the starboard hip of the Signal boat. Mark 1 RIB 

sat at the top of the course and called wind direction and speed and 

managed the Top mark placement. Mark 2 RIB sat at the bottom of 

the course and managed the bottom Gate and Start marks. 

 

 

 

The Safety RIBs, co-ordinated by Peter Van Dam (Worser Bay Boating Club) were kept busy and followed up on the 

left and right-hand sides of the course with each of the two sequential starts. 

 

The need for accuracy of the course setting was due its relatively short length (target time 20 minutes) to complete 

two windward leeward and a reach to the finish. To keep the racing flowing we used two other processes, which 

may to some to appear unusual, but which will likely be seen much more frequently in future years, even at National 

and World Championship level. First off, we used a three-minute start sequence, instead of five minutes. Secondly, 

we used a Whiskey flag to finish boats on the course if they got behind the main fleet. With the Whiskey flag boats 

were awarded a finish place, anywhere on the course, and were not ranked as DNF. This is different, but somewhat 

like the use of the “Still Racing” rule that is sometimes used. That Rule awards finish places to trailing boats relative 

to their position to other boats at the last mark they rounded. 

 

Signal boat (Wave Length)  
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Enough of the race management as there was so much more going on in this regatta which we need to cover in this 

report, including the racing itself. The Dock management group was the “dream team” and had to manage around 

all sorts of obstacles to prepare and deliver boats and crews ready to leave the marina when called for by the RO. 

There were thirteen boats that were used in both the morning and afternoon race schedules, and sixteen sailors 

who sailed in both the morning and afternoon. Those that sailed in both schedules daily were up for eighteen races 

in three days! The Dock team, under the management of Alan Clark (Titahi Bay Boating Club), had to prioritise which 

boats and people got attended to first, and of course they had multiple people to winch into and out of  boats using 

the five cranes they had set up for sailors who needed assistance. The Dock team had to get 24/25 boats ready to 

leave the Marina when the call came, and D Flag was raised to allow them to exit the marina. That process went very 

smoothly. 

 

On and off the dock there was a continuous need for boat repairs or adjustments, etc. Again, multiple people 

laboured to manage this and were led by Steve Luckin (EBYMC).  

 

Away from the dock there was still a lot more going on. There 

were people marshalling and signing people on and off the 

dock. There was the catering team who supplied lunches to all 

sailors, volunteers and many other supporters. Over two days 

this team produced food for 130+ people at LBYC clubhouse 

evening functions for the Welcome event and then for the 

Prizegiving. The catering team was led by Gendy Stevenson 

(Titahi Bay Boating Club) and they worked tirelessly.  

 

The whole programme had to have major leadership over many 

months and hundreds and hundreds of hours before the event 

went into the planning and organisation of sponsorship, 

transportation and much much more. This was headed up by 

Don Manning, the Regatta Director and CEO of Sailability 

Wellington, and his wife Sue Thompson as Regatta Secretary. In 

addition, the Protest Committee Chair, Cathy Delany-Hobbs 

(recently returned from Hong Kong Sailability) and Ross May 

(Christchurch) YNZ appointed Regatta and Race Management 

supervisor. The on-going support and great advice from these 

two experienced people during the event were invaluable. 

 

 

As you can imagine it is not possible to thank everyone personally in this report, but all the volunteers know that 

their efforts were worthwhile and much appreciated. 

 

In the days leading up to the event several other things were going on. On Monday and Tuesday there was a YNZ 

Race Coaching course held in the LBYC clubhouse. These courses are run infrequently, and we thank Tim Coltman for 

coming up from Wanaka to run the course. The race coaching course was followed on Wednesday and Thursday by 

an on-the-water coaching clinic for sailors. This clinic was run by John Sanderson from Sydney. John is a great coach 

who some of us had the pleasure of meeting in July 2019 in Samoa at the Pacific Games. John and his wife Marg both 

sail Hansa 303s at their home club, Dobroyd Aquatic Centre, in Sydney. John sails with an extremely competitive 

Blind girl Sarah, and Marg sails with an Intellectually Disabled person. 

 

Homemade venison sausages for the 
evening feast by Gendy Stevenson  
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With that all going on behind the scene let us look at the racing itself. The weather conditions were on the heavy 

side and were from both the North and then the South. In the light patches we had 10-14 knots but as each day 

progressed, we had often had much more wind and gusts up to 28-30 knots at times. These Hansa Boats can readily 

reef both the main and jib, and have a weighted centreboard so, for experienced competitors, sailing in winds up to 

and over 30 knots is not normally a problem. Less experienced sailors did however have issues at times and required 

assistance or withdrew from racing for rest of the day. 

 

There were four classes involved: 

 Hansa Liberty   - 4 metre single handed 

 Hansa 303 Singles - 3 metre Single handed 

 Hansa 303 Double - 3 metre Two handed 

 Hansa 303 Ability - 3 metre skippered by an Intellectual Disabled person with Companion crew 

 

In addition, where all the crew qualify as disabled, they were sailing for the Kiwi Cup scored across all qualifying 

classes. And 

Blind sailors are also scored both in the open class as well as in their own B1, B2/B3 sight categories. 

 

The “Competitor of the Regatta” went to a girl with cerebral palsy and with no control over upper body McKenzie 

Ninces who sailed single-handed in the Liberty class. She sails her boat with a servo system operated by her feet 

controlling the rudder, main and jib sheets, outhaul and reefing. 

 

But the man of the regatta for LBYC was undoubtedly Brent Porter. Brent was the crew for Laura Stuart in the 303 

Doubles class where, despite getting three first places and a second place in the nine races, still only ranked third in 

that class. Racing in that class was extremely competitive, with nail biting finishes. Brent also sailed in the 303 Ability 

class as Companion crew with Caleb Evan and again was placed third in that class. 

 

The course was set outside of the marina in the area between Port Road corner and the LBYC Start Box which made 

it very spectator-friendly both from the shore and from the various spectator boats. 

 

As Race Officer I would like to especially acknowledge my 

team aboard the Signal boat who kept me on my toes and 

gave continuous feedback of what was happening on the 

water, allowing me time to consult with them and make 

timely race decisions. Meanwhile the Signal team were also 

logging a great deal of information coming in from the Mark 

and Safety boats and checking the boats all the way around 

the course. To that team, Cheryl Baughen-Manning, Marg 

Sanderson (NSW), Peter Jackson and my Supervisor for the 

event, Ross May, I thank you all so much. After the regatta 

Ross wrote a report to YNZ praising the regatta management 

on and off the water and giving us a hands-up for our constant 

achievement of Best Practice. 

 

 

We need to try to secure more National Championship to be hosted by LBYC. We have great sailing waters and 

plenty of skilled people, in our club and around the Wellington Region. It was interesting to note that for the recent 

RPNYC Regatta they used the water between Ward Island and Somes Island for two out of the three days of that 

event. 
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Round North Island Race  
Am Meer’s account by Katie Mathison 
 
It seemed as if we had been preparing for this yacht race for months, if not years.  Four days out from the start we 
were ready – or as ready as we could be, sitting in Hobsonville Marina in Auckland, sweating in the Pacific heat and 
stillness.  
 
On Saturday 22 February 2020, Geoff and I started the 2000 km plus sail around the North Island of New Zealand in 
our trusty Bavaria 38, Am Meer, with 37 other yachts, each with two people on board. The first leg is a mere hop of 
150 nautical miles to Mangonui, the big shark. After a 24-hour break, we race the longest leg to Wellington, our 
hometown. Then it’s back to Auckland via Napier. 
 
It absolutely hosed with rain on race day one, but the rain stopped in time for the start. It was a wonderful 
experience crossing the line at Devonport with Am Meer jostling for position with 37 other boats, including fast, flat-
bottomed 50-foot race boats with enormous black sails that floated past us. We got a fantastic start, right at the pin 
end, so we were pleased not to disgrace ourselves.  
 
For the whole leg, the winds fluctuated between 5 knots or less, and 22 knots. Am Meer doesn’t really like light airs, 
but we managed to keep up with the back half of the fleet throughout the day.  Overnight, however, we fell back as 
we wended our way around Hen & Chicken islands closer to shore instead of heading out.  The local knowledge of 
the Auckland boats made a huge difference.  The last boats can often experience weather that the lead boats don’t – 
and so it was with us – the last 5 miles were gutting, because the wind was so light, and you’re nearly there but you 
have to crawl along slowly towards the finish, knowing everyone else is already in. 
 
Overall, the sail was lovely: champagne conditions. The sunset off Mangawhai was incredible. We were on the same 
tack for the whole leg of 150 nautical miles. We had number 2 genoa and main up most of the time, and even a 
spinnaker for a couple of hours, though mostly the wind was at too shy an angle – it needed to be coming from 
behind us. Geoff put the spinnaker up and took it down on his own, as the winds were so light. There was plenty of 
time for reading and navel-gazing. 

There was an epic moment when I came up to do my shift, to find 
that Geoff had the genoa, the staysail and a full main all deployed, 
in light winds – basically all the sails you can possibly have up at one 
time, except for the spinnaker. I sat down with a cup of coffee and 
a book, but within 10 minutes the coffee had gone all over me and 
the cockpit as the wind had got up to 18-20 and the boat was out of 
control. I furled the staysail, and partially furled the genoa, but I 
was crashing around so much that Geoff came up to help reef the 
main. 

Sailing in the dark has its upsides: I saw dolphins alongside us 
playing in our bow waves, stars that were so clear away from the 
light pollution of land, and behind the boat trailed a wake of light 

from phosphorescent plankton like we were spinning out another galaxy from our stern. Sadly, these are images that 
you cannot capture on a camera, as the light is not strong enough. 

We made it to the finish line, last, just after 5 pm, after 27 hours of sailing, and nine hours after the big racing boats 
finished. The committee boat was there to see us cross the line, letting off a big hooter, and a volunteer from 
Mangonui Yacht Club boarded Am Meer to help us put away the sails and show us where to anchor. 
 
Mangonui put on a sunny, light-wind day for the start of leg 2 at midday on Monday 24 February. It was a downwind 
start and so most boats used spinnakers or other big downwind sails to get across Doubtless Bay, some going to the 
left of the two gnarly reefs, some taking the direct line through the middle, and a few went to the right. We went 
through the middle, and I can confirm that it is never a good sight from a boat when there are rocks awash what 
seems only metres away. 
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Once out of Doubtless Bay (named by Captain Cook: when he spied it from the sea, he said, imaginatively, 
‘Doubtless, a bay’), the fleet headed north for North Cape.  We were able to stay with a group of boats around North 
Cape and across the top of the North Island to Cape Reinga. 

Going over the top of the North Island was more of a trial than I expected. It was dark when we got to Cape Reinga 
and while we had good wind and tide taking us across, we were sailing straight into huge waves which was 
terrifying.  You could not see them coming, and we slammed off their backs for what seemed like hours. It was 
extremely uncomfortable, and I got seasick so was a bit miserable, but at least we were going fast: we saw 12 knots 
once, and most of the time we were going 8-9 knots. We sent our thoughts to the smaller, lighter boats who would 
be finding this more challenging. 

It is tempting to turn south as soon as you pass Cape Reinga, but Pandora’s Bank is noted on the charts for breaking 
waves stretching a mile offshore, so yachts need to give it a wide berth, and not go between it and land, even 
though it looks like you could. 

Rounding Cape Reinga, we saw the long string of bright, planet-like lights low on the horizon which are Elon Musk’s 
satellites. 

The weather modelling gave us the choice of hugging the coast going south or heading out to sea to catch the 
Northerlies on the back edge of the high-pressure system that was slowly drifting across the Tasman.  Whatever the 
model, there would be some long becalmed periods as the high sat over New Zealand. We chose to go out to sea. 
We initially travelled fast in the 15-knot headwind and ended up 150 nautical miles offshore, in moderate seas. 

But for the next couple of days we had hardly any wind and crawled along making slow progress through Wednesday 
and Thursday, days 3 and 4. 

We did our usual three hour shifts through the nights, waking each other up when it was time to change over. I 
discovered that frying bratwurst is an effective wake-up call for one’s co-skipper. On another shift changeover, Geoff 
leaned into the cabin and said to me, “Time to wake up”, so I got up and put my sailing gear on, and it was only 
when I looked at my watch that I saw that he had woken me up half an hour early. Sacrilege! I went up on deck and 
asked him why, and he denied ever having called me: I must have dreamed it. 

The instruments, autohelm and fridge seemed to be draining our batteries more rapidly than usual, and we were 
getting extremely low on amp-hours and voltage. This wasn’t normal: our solar and wind generation usually covers 
the majority of our power use unless it’s overcast or there’s no wind. We had to work out what was happening. We 
thought we could hear what sounded like an electric pump working continuously somewhere on the boat and 
thought this could be the culprit. A bit of sleuthing eventually traced it to the deck wash pump in the bow, which had 
been left on. 

On Wednesday and Thursday, days three and four of the race, 
the light airs continued to frustrate us as we sat way offshore 
making slow progress on calm seas. The upside was that I had 
planned a couple of meals for this eventuality – we had steak, 
packet gravy, oven chips, and peas, and I made a vegetable 
curry from scratch. I have discovered that if you buy frozen 
peas or chips, both will last in the fridge for several days (we 
don’t have a freezer). 

On the night shifts, the stars were clear, and it looked as if we 
were sailing Am Meer right on up into the Milky Way. I wished I 
had brought a Southern hemisphere celestial map with me to 
identify some of the constellations on those long night watches. 
 
On Thursday (day 4) we were at least able to put the spinnaker up as the pressure – you couldn’t exactly call it wind 
– had turned northerly, and we made a respectable 5-6 knots all afternoon before the wind died at sunset and we 
wallowed making maybe 2 knots. 
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Day 5 was a lot more exciting, as we caught a very respectable tailwind and finally started to eat up the miles 
towards Cook Strait and home. As we passed Stephens Island in the early morning, we were in familiar territory, and 
knew what to expect from the currents and tides. We went wide of The Brothers because the tides were not 
favourable, and headed straight for Cape Terawhiti, the wind behind us and strengthening.  We charged along, 
surfing down the waves. It was so lovely to be making speed on the last leg, and the only cloud on the horizon was 
the forecast 30 knot Southerly in Cook Strait, which is not at all helpful for getting into Wellington. 

At 9.30 am we pulled the reef out of the main up to get through the rip at Terawhiti, as we had some tide against us 
and needed the speed to get through the waves. The rip didn’t last long and was quite benign, and there was flat 
water ahead of us. I went down to make some bacon for butties, but as we got to Karori Rock, the Southerly hit, and 
what looked like flat water ahead of us all of a sudden rose into white peaks and crashing waves, and we were out of 

control with the amount of sails we had up in the 
35 knot Southerly which had arrived. I turned off 
the oven, leaving the bacon in it while we put in a 
reef, decided that wasn’t enough and put in a 
second reef, then decided the genoa needed to go 
and the inner forestay with the staysail came out 
to play. We made slow progress against the tide 
and were in rip territory for three and a half 
hours, getting wet. Fortunately, we’d been there 
before, and knew we just had to hold on and point 
away from the land, because the currents make 
you crab sideways without realising it. 

After the torture of the rip, we felt we deserved the great run we had through the Wellington heads into the 
harbour, finally enjoying those bacon butties, and crossing the finish line in just over five days and two hours.  The 
tactic of staying well out into the Tasman had paid off.  All of the boats which had tacked and gone in towards the 
Coast spent longer in the centre of the High and we watched a number of other boats finish well behind us.  We 
were third on handicap in our division for this leg! 

With Am Meer berthed in the city for the stopover, we were thrilled to have our crew and friends descend on us to 
welcome us home and sit and have a beer with us in the afternoon sunshine: Tom W, Kathy, Peter and Jane, Jennifer 
and her partner, and Paul and Debbie. The next day we were also visited by Lowry Bay Yacht Club members: Ollie 
on Freedom, Kim and Julie on Shariba, Margie and Anne, and Liz. 
 
In between socialising, we spent a few hours filling up the water tanks, replacing the rubber mat under the life-raft 
on the scoop as it had left the boat at some point, and re-seating the deck screws as a possible source of a minor 
water leak into the forward berth: we’ve already re-seated the stanchions on that quarter, but the leak was still 
there, and if this last effort doesn’t work we have no idea what to do next. The other jobs are to replace the lazyjacks 
which hold the main as it comes down, as they are too skinny to hold in the cleats, and are too difficult to see at 
night when you’re moving halyards around them (we did have one tangle), and to buy new sailing gloves as Geoff’s 
have worn through. 

On race day the fridge was loaded with pies, Up & Go, rice pudding, sandwiches, and water bottles, the water tanks 
were re-filled, we had clean clothes, and were ready to go again. I was feeling considerably under the weather and a 
bit tearful and miserable as a result, but as soon as we were underway, I came right and felt good: maybe the 
Scopoderm patch helped? 

We had a dream exit from Wellington in a 20 knot Northerly, with most of the boats putting spinnakers up to get out 
of the harbour entrance for the run along the south coast. Once out of the heads, the big boats shot off ahead, and 
we saw them giving Cape Palliser a wide berth: we soon found out why when we got there to find no wind and a 
vicious rip that turned the boats in circles. We found ourselves in the midst of the bulk of the fleet as everyone 
drifted south, the opposite way we wanted to go, for a few hours, until the breezed filled in and we could escape the 
rip and regain the ground we had lost to head north east. 
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The wind was a steady 15 knots north east – of course precisely the direction we wanted to go – but we headed out 
east and stayed on one tack for about 20 hours all the way up the Wairarapa coastline. We were about 50 miles 
offshore by then, and did not want to be any further out, as we knew there was a gale force Southerly coming 
through and we didn’t want to have to run across it. So, we tacked in towards land, aiming for Cape Turnagain for 
nine hours, getting quite a nice lift up the coastline at times. 

The gale force Southerly hit us with a bang, 
several hours earlier than expected. When it 
arrived, we were becalmed and I was on watch. 
I saw the lowering dark grey clouds to the South 
coming closer, and I went to put my wet 
weather gear on: I thought the southerly would 
give me some warning, with some rain and a 
change of breeze, and time to get Geoff to help 
reef sails, but it didn’t: we went from turning 
circles on gentle water to being wildly out of 
control as we had full sails up in 35 knots. 

 

I yelled for Geoff to come up, and I have an enduring vision of Geoff in his underpants and slippers, valiantly 
winching in two reefs to the main in a matter of minutes. We furled the genoa most of the way, and then started a 
very fast, at times terrifying ride with the Southerly almost directly behind us. 

These were some big seas – not the biggest we have sailed in but getting up there. The waves piled up in huge 
foamy, spittled curves that rose up behind us and came roaring down on our scoop, picking up the boat and driving 
it, nose pointing down the face of the wave, at 12 or 13 knots before the waves overtook us underneath the bow, 
and left us for the next one.  We rounded up a couple of times by the sheer force of the wind and waves, and so 
Geoff put in the third reef: only the second time we have deployed this reef in anger. 

The gale was relentless and showed no signs of reducing in strength. We could see water being atomised from the 
surface, and the waves were grey-green and covered in spume.  We were heading directly for Cape Kidnappers, and 
to avoid having to gybe, we had the gale almost directly behind us.  But this is a dangerous point of sail: just a few 
degrees change in either wind or point of sail can cause an accidental gybe, and significant damage, most likely that 
the traveller – the rail along which the main sheet moves from side to side of the boat – would be ripped out by the 
force of the gybe, causing further damage and possibly bringing the rig down as the boom hits the sidestays. 

This wild ride lasted for seven hours and got us around Cape Kidnappers and into Hawke Bay a lot quicker than we 
had anticipated. After 2 days and 2 1/2 hours of racing, we arrived in daylight, shaking out two reefs and the genoa 
as we approached Napier and the wind dropped, sheltered by the headland. A cluster of other racing boats arrived 
in front and behind us, so we were happy not to arrive last. 

We parked at Napier Sailing Club in what must be the most awkward berth ever – a reverse in, and a swing to the 
right to avoid a pole. The inflatable nudged us in, and Geoff lassoed a pole to pull us straight: we were definitely 
going to need help to get out again. The club did a fantastic job of berthing 37 yachts. 

We had a day’s layover in Napier to clean the boat, sample some local cuisine, and have the prizegiving at the sailing 
club. The next day we would be off again on the fourth and last leg to Auckland, with a gentle Southerly to take us 
around East Cape 

The morning of Leg 4 started inauspiciously with a cold downpour filling Geoff’s sailing boots which he had left in the 
cockpit. We stocked up with ready-made bacon and egg butties from the Napier Sailing Club caterer, raided the local 
4-Square for supplies, and attended the race briefing to hear what the next few days would have in store for the 
fleet. 
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The weather models are opaque, but generally it seemed as though there would be light winds for the Division 4 
boats around East Cape, and no wind across Bay of Plenty.  It looked like we could be underway for about five days, 
which is longer than we thought. We downloaded a few extra books on our Kindles to ensure that we have enough 
to read while wallowing around: and we’ve timed our stopover excellently as Hilary Mantel’s third book in her 
Cromwell trilogy, The Mirror and the Light, has just become available. 

Once the race was underway, it took a long time to get out of Hawke Bay, which is huge, and it was dark by the time 
we turned the corner. We took four or five tacks to clear Mahia Peninsula, but after that, we made our way easily off 
the wind up to East Cape, arriving right on sunset of the second day. 

From East Cape, we laid a bearing towards Coleville Channel at the top of Coromandel peninsular across Bay of 
Plenty. We had a 10 knot south easterly following wind, a light following swell which helped our speed, and a decent 
spinnaker run of several hours until we were two-thirds of the way across the bay. 

Then everything ground to a halt late morning Sunday, when the wind died completely, and we wallowed for hours 
on end 60 miles north of Tauranga. We knew ahead of time that getting becalmed was likely from the weather 
models, and we also knew it might continue for over 24 hours until the following (Monday) evening when a North 
Westerly of 15 knots might come in. Predict Wind forecasts were a bit more optimistic. We dropped the main and 
genoa because they were flogging, and risked damage, and we left the spinnaker up to catch any breath of air going. 
It flopped around uselessly and eventually we dropped that too, so it wouldn’t get torn wrapping itself around the 
forestay. 

So, what does one do when becalmed for long periods? We allowed ourselves a delicious hot shower, and clean 
clothes, and we read for hours, peacefully, sheltering inside from the burning sun. We got somewhat obsessed about 
a loud creaking noise coming from a corner of the joinery in the quarter berth, right beside where we sleep off duty, 
and took a panel off to see how it could be stopped: we will fix it with some brackets and screws before our next 
journey which will be to bring Am Meer home at Easter. We ran the main engine out of gear, and then the portable 
generator for a couple of hours, to keep the batteries topped up, as the wind generator had no wind to turn it. We 
admired how blue and clear the sea is in Bay of Plenty and watched thousands of tiny jellyfish drift past. We could 
see the plume of the active volcano White Island, and the cone of Mayor Island in the distance. The chart plotter 
indicated we will need something like 150 hours to cover the 60 miles to the Coromandel at the rate we were going. 

On Sunday evening the breeze picked up enough for us to raise the sails and start underway again, gently. We stayed 
on one tack all night staying as far North as possible heading for the top of the Coromandel in 8 knots of wind, 
enjoying a fabulous sunrise on Monday.  We then found ourselves in the company of several other boats from our 
Division.  They had not stayed far enough North and had to tack out of the Bay of Plenty to get to Coleville Channel.  
There was a bit of a tide rip going on at the top of Coromandel which held us up, but we got through it ahead of 
some of the other boats, and we raised the spinnaker for the final stretch into Auckland. 

The wind built and built until it was 25 knots, and we were just hanging on with the spinnaker up, often seeing 12 on 
the speedo with the following waves. It’s a real achievement to run a spinnaker with just two of you, particularly in 
strong winds. We ran it for five hours, then did a fairly spectacular broach, and about 45 minutes later we took the 
spinnaker down as we couldn’t hold it any longer. 

We crossed the finish line by the harbour bridge just after 3 pm, almost 
exactly three days after leaving Napier. We handed over our tracker to 
race management and headed over to Hobsonville Marina where putting the 
boat back in its berth seemed the least difficult thing I’ve done in the past few 
weeks. Normally I get a bit stressed about parking, but after sailing right 
around the North Island putting Am Meer in strange berths, I just reversed in 
without so much as an increased heart rate. Titus and Rummy the dog were 
waiting to tie our lines ashore, and the skies tipped down just as we docked, 
which was auspicious, as it had rained hard for our departure from Auckland. 

We were both pretty tired, and it seemed a bit anti-climactic to have finished. It’s hard to believe that we had just 
completed a race, two handed all the way around the North Island.   
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From the cruising captain 
Martin Payne 
 

In recent times we have had a mixed bag of events, some great, some 
cancelled, some banned! 
 
Waitangi weekend saw 3 LBYC  
boats cross over to Miners Camp,  
Endeavour Inlet and Tawa Bay for  
a raft-up and BBQ. First-time  
crossing for David in ‘Smile’,  
with Lynn and Brent!  
 
We had planned a novelty race,  
but the boat gremlins had other  
plans…… The event was to  
deferred to Easter weekend.  
 
 
 

Three raft-ups were planned – but again the weather decided that we would have too much fun and rained on our 
parade – literally, and it blew - so all were cancelled!! 
 
 

23rd of March a Cruise’n’Dine was held at Dockside Bar and Grill in 
Wellington. Again, the weather was not kind to us, but we did see a 
couple of boats make it. These events will be held monthly, with different 
venues in and around Wellington’s waterfront.  
 
This is a great venue and location and I have been in touch with the 
owners of Dockside and we are booked in for the first Sunday after they 
re-open, so we have something to look forward to! 
 
 
 

Back to the Novelty Race – this was re-scheduled for Easter Weekend in the South Island BUT, Covid19 put a spanner 
in the works this time and we were all in lockdown and using our boats was verboten! 
 

Enough has been said elsewhere about 
the crisis and the effects on our play time, 
so I won’t go into it here,  but Working 
from ‘home’ has it pro’s and con’s and 
having your ‘bubble dog’ overseeing you 
work and meetings can be a challenge! 
 
I am currently working on the Winter 
program and if you can think of anything 
that might be of interest to others please 
let me know and I will try to get it 
included. 
 
 

See you out there – eventually! 
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Cruising to the Sounds 

Here are two stories of cruises to the Sounds in the summer. A reminder to all boaties that summer will be back, and 

we will be able to get out and enjoy the wonderful cruising waters and beautiful tranquil surroundings of the Sounds 

and Abel Tasman once again.  

 

A new generation of sailors 

By Max and Mary Meyers (Quetzalli) 

The reaction from our friends when we mentioned we were taking our grandchildren sailing was telling.  Expecting 

apprehension and words of caution we were surprised by the encouraging comments and how the suggestions 

played out during our Xmas New Year pilgrimage to Abel Tasman.  It made us realise the depth of boating interest 

we have with our friends, and the insight you can get from those that have done this before. 

Two comments come back to us time and again.  “Give them something simple to do and they will play with it for 

hours” and “create a regular daily routine with regular mealtimes”.  

Leaving Wellington earlier than we usually do, just before Xmas two of us heading for Tory Channel on 23 December, 

we stopped at a few places on our way to Abel Tasman, spending a few days in Queen Charlotte before heading out 

past Cape Jackson bound for Adele Island.  We hit some 40 knots heading up Admiralty Bay but it was mostly settled 

variable winds that required a lot of motoring.  We arrived later in the evening pleased to relax with a late dinner 

and some refreshment. 

After a few days at Adele Island, Torrent Bay and Bark Bay for some fresh water we were off to Nelson to collect the 

whanau.  

Quetzalli arrived at Nelson a day before the pick-up so we had a chance 

to replenish stores, top up with fuel, catch up on some shopping and 

things for the boys as well as enjoy a nice meal out.  

Steph, Flynn and Jossi arrived later the next day. As the weather was not 

so favorable and it was later in the afternoon we decided to stay on the 

marina for the night and take off early the next day. This way the boys 

could get used to life on board with a settled night before we started 

travelling.  We used the extra time for getting few last-minute supplies 

and a trip to the park for the boys.  

Perfect sailing conditions greeted us the next day. 5 knots to start and 

building during the day.  After motoring out into Tasman Bay 

sails were hoisted and we motor-sailed initially to make good 

time.  As the wind freshened the motor was turned off for a good hour 

or two before the wind died approaching Adele Island.  We decided that 

we would anchor on the other side of the roadstead in Stillwell Bay as 

the wind was coming up from the north west making Adele Island less 

comfortable. All was well until after dinner when the forecast suggested 

southerly winds which would make Adele a better choice, so the 

decision was made to move, and we found a spot closer to the Island 

well out of the south east wind predicted.  We had confidence this was 

the right choice as more and more boats arrived, some anchoring 

awfully close.  As is my practice I make sure that the anchor is well dug 

in with ample reverse until the boat stops, and to let out plenty of chain. 

 

Three-year old boarding 
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After supper we settled the boys into bed and had an early night in calm conditions with the wind in the south east.  

About 2am I awoke to experience more motion than I expected and noticeably stronger wind coming directly 

onshore from the south west, giving us a very uncomfortable lee shore.  The anchor alarm was set and I tried to get 

a bit more sleep but was quickly up again as the wind increased to 20 knots and the sea was getting uncomfortable.  

Now I was planning how to exit and where to go. Being dark and with lots of boats about this was a bit tricky 

especially when I realised the yacht in front was directly over our anchor.  This caused great concern as a minor 

misjudgement would cause a collision, particularly as the boats were swinging noticeably.  It was a constant watch 

for the rest of the night.  At about 4am the launch behind us had had enough and they upped anchor in dramatic 

fashion with the deck hand hardly able to hold on as the boat pitched wildly in the steep chop close to shore.  We 

were not as bad but we were getting water over the stern boarding platform and into the cockpit floor. 

Around 5am the wind at last started to ease and I could try for a bit more sleep which became easier until woken by 

a three year old about 6:30. Steph and Jossi slept in the forepeak and Flynn in the saloon were soon into a morning 

routine of games and breakfast.  Life just went on as if nothing had happened. We moved back over to Stillwell Bay 

and took the boys ashore to explore the beach.  They were both provided with a box to store their treasures so went 

looking for interesting items to souvenir.  At lunch we asked how everyone got on last night as nothing had been 

said.  Flynn said he didn’t notice anything, and Steph said it was a bit bumpy but thought it was normal and Jossi 

woke a few times but quickly went back to sleep. 

 

We quickly developed a routine of games before 

breakfast, a good breakfast, a trip ashore – often to 

deliver Mum for a run along the Abel Tas walkway.  Then 

it was lunch, some activities on board such as arts and 

crafts and trying a bit of fishing with their new fishing 

rods.  Most days the boys had an artwork session that 

included making masks and drawing.  The bulkhead made 

a good display board for the artwork.  Dinner preparation 

started about 3pm so they could eat early around 5 and 

settled for bed before dark. 

 

 

One of the surprising things was the ability of the boys to entertain themselves.  Following advice from our friends 

on Latitude Adjustment, Bob and Marg McVeagh (nee Montego Bay III), a small item dangling off the boat would 

give their imaginations hours of entertainment.  This included a spare rope tied to the lifeline that was thrown into 

the water as a fishing line or mooring line, or anchor.  We learned to extend this by putting a knot on the end and 

then a small bouy.  Another was giving them a line so they could tie the boat to the pontoon.  At one stage we had a 

fender rigged off the boom as a climbing frame.  These amusements kept them occupied independently in the 

cockpit for ages. 

The four days went by in a flash.  The boys did really well with and adapted quickly to the new way of doing things.  

Our greatest fear of them not doing what was asked and of getting into trouble was unfounded and, in some ways, it 

was easier than when they were at home (but don’t tell mum).  
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The images below show some of our activities  

 
The boys cracking 
eggs to make lunch 

 
At Torrent bay digging 
in the sand – a daily 
routine 

A climbing frame from 
spare line and a fender 

A craft session, making 
face masks 

 
Flynn’s favourite – 
driving the dinghy 

 
The boys ready to hit 
the beach 

 
Grandad on driving 
lessons 

Which way is the wind 
coming from Jossi? 

 

So, we were all too soon heading back to Nelson.  Another light wind day with lots of motoring but we were back in 

plenty of time for another visit to one of the fun parks before the boys had to leave for home.  We stayed the night 

then headed back to Queen Charlotte.  No wind leaving Nelson – then a slight tail wind so tried the spinnaker but 

that didn’t last so we motored all the way to French Pass, by which stage we were much lower on fuel than we 

wanted to be.  Just as well the wind filled in as we got to Clay point coming out of Admiralty Bay and had a fantastic 

sail in 15 to 20 knots all the way past Cape Jackson and all the way to Tory Channel, and then a quick motor up to 

Deep Bay to catch up with Rose,  Obsession and Fantasia for the night and morning.  We caught the tide at about 12 

the next day and it was a light sail crossing with the wind filling in as we got to Wellington and had a good sail up the 

harbour 

 

Max and Mary 

Quetzalli       
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Cruising to the South Island  
Plumbing problems 
By Keith Murray (Rose – Raven 31 yacht) 
The 5th January was the earliest that I could depart for the 2020 summer cruise.  Family and other engagements were 
complete by then, but the weather did not ease until Wednesday 8th.  The tide meant a leisurely start to the day and 
Wayne McEwen delivered me to the marina by 1100.   Fuel and water tanks had been filled on previous days and I 
only needed to stow the last of the food and dispose of containers and wrapping.  By midday Rose was ready and it 
was just a little early for the tide.  That is better that being late so at 1215 the motor was started, and mooring lines 
cast off.  Kim Zwier aboard Fantasia followed Rose out of the marina and ahead nearly at Ward Island was John 
Hermans and Anne Callaghan aboard Obsession. 

The southerly wind had freshened to 10 knots and at 
normal minimum cruising revolutions Rose butted into 
the ripples and wind making her usual six knots and was 
soon at the harbour entrance.  Near West Ledge I set the 
sails and once clear of that danger shut off the motor and 
enjoyed a gentle sail along to Sinclair Head.  The speed 
over the ground was a bit under five knots but that was 
more than enough as I had 90 minutes available to cover 
five miles before slack water. 

Rose was at Sinclair Head at 1425 and after the course 
change the light wind was no longer from ahead and thus the apparent wind dropped.  I guyed the boom to starboard 
and a little later lowered the jib as it was not getting enough air to set.  The sea was slight and rather wobbly.  That 
describes the rest of the journey.   

 

Not enough wind to keep the sails full so the 
motor gave me progress and the mainsail 
some stability.  

I entered Tory channel at 1740 and was 
anchored in Deep Bay by 1750.  Fantasia and 
Obsession arrived soon after and anchored 
nearby.   It was a lovely quiet night and 
Thursday was a ‘do nothing’ day and wait for 
Quetzalli to arrive.  The dinghy was sailed in 
the light airs. 

 Max and Mary arrived at 2030 and rafted 
alongside Rose and we had time for a catch up on 
their cruise.  They had left Nelson before 0600, 
motored to French Pass and up to Clay Point.  
From there they had enjoyed a great sail across 
the top of the Sounds and down to Dieffenbach 
Point and motored along Tory Channel to Deep 
Bay.  It had been an 82-mile day covered in 14.5 
hours so an average of 5.5 knots. 

Quetzalli left midday on Friday for Wellington 
and had an easy motor sail home.  Abeam of 
Sinclair Head they crossed with Muffin heading 
West.  Muffin arrived around 1930 and Wayne 
declared it to have been a calm motor.  The new autohelm had performed faultlessly. Saturday was another ‘do 
nothing’ day while the northwest wind howled through Cook Strait and Sunday was a repeat with considerable cloud 
and a few spots of rain.  The air temperature had improved.  The forecast was for southerly winds on Monday and 
that made it wise to wander further up Tory Channel.  I suggested departure before 1000 to benefit from the tide.  
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Obsession and Rose were ready by 0930 and hauled anchors.  Kim on Fantasia was roused from his bunk and followed.  
Muffin lowered her anchor and let go the mooring lines with Rose.  In the channel the wind was from the northwest 
so motor and tide were used to go westwards.  Fantasia and Obsession turned to the port into Onapua whereas I held 
the course in Rose until I could see out into Queen Charlotte Sound.  It was a sea of white caps, so I turned back and 
followed the other boats into Tawa Bay.   

It was a lazy morning and afternoon and the sun appeared briefly.  Muffin misunderstood directions and powered out 
of Tory Channel and came to anchor in Blackwood Bay.  I thought of joining them but when the forecast was broadcast, 
another idea surfaced.  At 1800 I cast off the mooring lines and motored into the wind and chop out of Onapua and 
Tory Channel.  The tide had turned, was favourable and carried me to Ship Cove.  Rose easily covered the distance in 
two hours and I moored on the western side.  The forecast talked of the southerly wind arriving in the mid-morning 
but in Queen Charlotte Sound I could already feel a change coming.  Half an hour later I decided to move to the 
southeast cove that has better protection from the south but was open to the swell from the heavy northwest winds 
of the last two days.  I had no sooner got Rose settled when the first southerly gust roared down the hill and across 
the cove. 

I was glad I had moved but it was a restless night. There was continuous light rain and the wind came in gusts and long 
lulls. During the lulls Rose would point into the current, put her beam to the swell and roll.  At 0430 the wind had died 
so I moved back to the calm west side of the bay and retired back to bed. 

At 0800 the forecasts were certain that the wind was still from the north and would turn to the south at 30 knots by 
mid-morning.  It seemed a good idea to point Rose to Cape Jackson and escape to milder climes before that happened.  
Thirty minutes later I had eaten breakfast, prepared ship, checked engine and set off.  The southerly wind was back at 
ten knots so mainsail and jib were presented.  Together with motor and tide Rose skipped over the ground at eight 
knots.  By 0900 the motor was off, wind at 20 knots and speed through the water touched 8.6 at times.  The first reef 
had been pulled down and the only unpleasant thing was the rain.   

100 metres from Cape Jackson I started the motor.  It was Spring Tides so the current was strong through the gap with 
a lot of standing waves and white water especially on the seaward side. With sheets eased and motor near idle Rose 
put her nose at the waves on the port side of the channel, bobbed up and down twice and was through in a flash.  The 
new course was set, engine stopped and the second reef went into the mainsail.  It was grand fast sail across Port Gore 
with Rose near maximum speed.  At times the keel shuddered as planing speed was almost reached.  When I went to 
fill the kettle there was almost a panic as at times the pump was sucking air.  After reflecting that lack of water would 
make me hurry to get to Bark Bay I realised that the angle of heel was the problem.   

The wind held through to Titi Island and then there was a brief lull before Rose was again pushing for top speed.  
Another brief bit of motoring got Rose around the Nine Pins and through the tide overfalls.  From there it was plain 
sailing to Clay Point and down Admiralty Bay.  The wind freshened a little and the sea became lumpy as Rose neared 
Elmslie Bay.  Rose was nearly close hauled and still with full jib and two reefs in the mainsail nodded her head at the 
waves and still at speed came to Elmslie Bay.  The trip had been 30 miles at an average speed over the ground of seven 
knots and was the fastest ever achieved for that course. 

In south east winds Elmslie Bay is the only shelter to wait for the French Pass current to change.  You can just get out 
of the direct wind but the sea comes into the bay.  Thus, I spent 90 uncomfortable minutes at anchor.  Rose has enough 
power to get through the pass against the current but the approach was a mass of white water and the flow would 
have been at maximum so I thought it prudent to wait.  At 1500 I raised the anchor and set off for the Pass.  There was 
still an hour before the current changed but it was an easy transit.  I used the back eddy on the mainland side and just 
before the gap crossed the main flow to the starboard side.  My 7.4 knot speed through the water achieved just under 
two knots over the ground for three boat lengths and then the narrow gap was behind and normal speed over the 
ground was resumed.  The engine was thanked and its speed dropped from 2700 to 2200 revolutions.  Over at Two 
Island point I anchored for the night. 
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The water was calm in the bay but there were at times strong wind gusts down the hills that swept across the bay.  
They did not worry Rose and just caused the anchor warp to creak on the bow roller.  I was tired and retired to bed 
early but at 1130 I was awake.  The current had turned and Rose had her stern towards the small sea coming from the 
Pass.  The banging and sloshing noise of the water under the stern sections were impossible to ignore so I moved to 
the forepeak bunks.  Four hours later the creaking of the bow roller woke me and as the stern sections were quiet I 
moved back to my more comfortable aft bunk.  It was 0800 
before I rose and had breakfast.  The sky was clear of clouds, the 
wind still fresh from the southeast and all that added up to an 
easy passage across Tasman Bay. 

There was a short pause with the chain taut when hoisting the 
anchor.  That was to allow the anchor to come free of the seabed 
without straining the winch.  As Rose moved out of the bay the 
mainsail was hoisted still with its second reef.  The jib waited until 
the yacht was clear of the Beef Barrels and then I shut off the 
engine.  There was a small sea but the fair wind had Rose moving 
at seven knots on her beeline of 270 degrees true for Torrent 
Bay.  Fifteen minutes later the third reef was pulled down as the 
wind and sea were over-powering the autohelm.  At first the bay 
was empty of boats.  The occasional bird was sighted and at the half-way mark two yachts were seen heading in the 
opposite direction a mile to the south of Rose.  About that time the wind eased and the third reef shaken out.  Half an 
hour later the second reef was out and another half later full mainsail and motor was required.   

The transit to Pitt Head took five and a quarter hours and then I had to make a detour north so as to get radio reception 
to close my TR with Nelson Marlborough Radio.  By 1500 Rose was anchored, sails tidied away, dinghy in the water, 
kettle boiled and afternoon tea enjoyed.  There were a number of other boats at anchor but plenty of room for Rose.  
A swim and brief walk followed and after dressing I saw water through the finger hole in the floorboard.  It was only a 
cup full but the source was the sea water cooling pump on the engine.  Radio calls to Chris McCallum arranged for 
delivery of replacement seals that I would deal with in a few days.  In the meantime I turned off the water intake valve. 

 

Wednesday and 
Thursday were 
spent in Torrent 
Bay.  The mornings 
were overcast and 
cool but the sun 
returned by mid-
morning and the 
afternoons were 
warmer.  The wind 
out in Tasman Bay 
was from the 
southeast with a 
northeast wind 
down the western 

coast.  I managed two swims each day but they were brief.  On the shore there were two seagull chicks oblivious to all 
the people and boats but being guarded by a parent.   

Chatham Whisper arrived Wednesday and we spent some time together.  When they heard that I was intending to 
visit Kaiteriteri on Friday they asked to hitch a ride.  At 0900 both crews were ready for the voyage.  I raised the anchor 
and idled over to Chatham Whisper and collected Annette and Peter.  We headed out of Torrent Bay butting into the 
sea and just by Pitt Head I noticed that there was steam rather than a steady water flow from the exhaust under the 
dinghy.  The engine was put back to idle, the sails hoisted, and when under way the engine stopped and I inspected 
and found the stop cock was still mostly in the off position.  When shutting it off I had noticed the lever did not 
completely push into the off position.  That was unfortunate as at idle enough water could get through to burst out 
the stern but not enough for cooling once at working speed.  We sailed almost the complete distance to Kaiteriteri 
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and by then the engine was cool.  It started properly and with the sea cock on water gushed out the stern in the normal 
way. 

Our shopping did not take long and by midday we were motoring back to Torrent against a light headwind.  In the 
afternoon I battled with the water pump and had to call on Peter’s assistance.  Without having to completely 
disassemble the pump he removed and replaced the seal.  I put the pump back in the engine and the problem appeared 
to be cured. 

That gave me confidence Saturday morning to head to Bark Bay for water.  There was a light north east wind that was 
making the bay wobbly and in Bark Bay there was a surge but just enough calm at the watering buoy.  I pulled the 
dinghy aboard so that it would not get in the way and very slowly came up to the buoy.  It was low tide so there was 
only just enough clearance from the rocks once I had hauled up the mooring rope to the second loop.  The buckets 
and tank were soon full and the washing done.   

When I motored back to Torrent Bay the sky cleared and the day improved.  I saw a launch very near the shore between 
Frenchman and Sandfly Bay and puzzled a little.  When I was closer I could see that there had been a disaster.  The 
mooring that the boat used had broken. 

The remainder of Thursday, and all of 
Friday and Saturday at last became hot 
with only a light wind.  I revelled in the sort 
of conditions I expect in the Abel Tasman 
National Park.  Rose remained at anchor 
while I sailed the dinghy about the bay, 
walked to the hilltop and swam. 

 

 

Sunday afternoon weather forecasts 
indicated that it should be easy to return 
to Wellington over the next few days.  Anchorage was almost deserted of boats.  Those from Nelson had returned to 
be ready for their work and that left four yachts.   

On Monday morning Rose was moving by 0722.  The sea had the faintest of ripple from the night breeze and Rose 
settled into her normal 2200 revolution canter of 6 to 6.1 knots.  I hoisted the mainsail and then the jib when clear of 
Pitt Head and that heeled Rose about one degree to port and sort of assisted the speed and reduced the fuel 
consumption.  After an hour the wind switched to the NNE and increased to about seven knots so Rose heeled three 
degrees to starboard.  The average speed climbed to 6.5 knots.  That lasted for two hours during which Rose passed a 
lonely seal with its head down in the water.  

The wind faded as I neared the eastern shore.  At midday Rose was four miles from the Current Basin and as I prepared 
lunch I decided that I could linger there for the afternoon.  I anchored at Punganui and listened to the bird song while 
I checked the engine.  I was disturbed but not surprised to find that the water pump had a slight oil leak.  Usually I 
have replaced both water and oil seals, but we had found complete disassembly of the pump impossible without a 
workshop.  The leak was not serious and could wait. 
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It was 1625 when I had the anchor back aboard and 
was moving towards French Pass.  Fifteen minutes 
later Rose was through the gap with just the slightest 
of current against her.  Admiralty Bay was glassy.  I 
got out the small fuel container and emptied its 5 
litres into the fuel tank.  There was already 50 litres 
in the tank but a little more never hurts. 

The sails did not do any work to get me to Alligator 
Head where I turned Rose to the Punt Rails and 
lowered her anchor.  It had been a long but easy day.  
I had a very good night’s sleep in calm water. 

 

I had dithered a bit about how early I should depart 
on Tuesday morning.  Sinclair Head was 36 nautical 
miles away and slack water would be around 1400.  
Thus 0800 would be the sensible time to leave if I averaged six knots.  But prudent mariners always allow a bit of 
leeway so if I left at 0700 and arrived a little early then that might mean a bit of jobble but could make the trip quicker. 
I woke just before 0700 started the motor, lifted the anchor and headed seaward.  Again, the sea was glassy as I 
rounded Alligator Head and headed for Cape Jackson.   

It stayed liked that as I ate my breakfast and Rose crossed Waitui Bay.  I could see some ripples on the water ahead so 
by Cape Lambert I raised the mainsail.  That boosted the speed but I had to have the mainsail sheeted hard in to port 
because of the wind angle.  I left the jib furled, as I soon had to pull down one reef.  The course was about 100 degrees 
true and at the Cape would have to change to 146 degrees true.  Unless the wind angle changed that would be a 
problem. 

At that time I remembered that the 
0700 Now Forecast had said that the 
wind speed at The Brothers was 30 
knots.  I had dismissed the speed as 
improbable.  At 0800 it was possible 
but as the prediction was for the 
wind to ease it might have passed by 
the time I arrived. 

My private mini gale continued and 
with two reefs in the mainsail and 
motor, Rose rounded Cape Jackson 
at 0818. The wind did bend to the 
south allowing the mainsail to fill.  
The waves were splashing the 
foredeck so I decided that hoisting 
the jib could wait until I reached the 
calm water near Cape Koamaru.  
Fifty minutes later both sails were 
set but I still left the motor running. 
There is always a disturbed sea 
between Koamaru and The Brothers 
particularly when the wind is against 
the tide. 

Rose averaged eight knots over the 
ground on the run to the south end 
of The Brothers.  Once clear of the 
tide rips the motor rested and I 
enjoyed a nice sail over to the North 
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Island.  The course made good was 145 degrees true and SOG (speed over ground) was soon averaging seven knots.  
Text messages came advising me that there was fog all over Wellington Harbour and south coast.  I felt sure it would 
clear by the time I arrived. 

My lovely sail continued until midday.  By then although the tide was doing an excellent job for progress the wind had 
faltered.  The jib was lowered and motor resumed action.  Once south of Thoms Rock there was a jobble in the sea 
but it was little more than 500mm and there were no white caps.  At 1223 I was at the most southern point of my 
journey and just clear of the rip so turned Rose to head directly for West Ledge.  The wind briefly switched sides and 
then came gently back from the south.  As Rose crossed Lyall Bay I could see the harbour dolphin pod playing but they 
were not interested in visiting. 

 

Rose was at the harbour entrance at 1340 
and if I had crew with me the spinnaker 
would have been set.  By myself I furled the 
jib and sat back while main and motor did 
the job admirably.  Rose was in her berth at 
1435. 

The following day the water pump was 
removed to Wayne McEwen’s garage.  It 
required a hydraulic press to remove the 
bevelled cog on the end of the shaft.  Fully 
servicing the pump was no longer a job that 
could be done at sea. 
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Bob’s words of wisdom 

VHF Radios                                                                                                                                                                     
Our recent 24Hr Endurance Yacht Race revealed some weakness in 
various parts of our VHF Radio network. 
 
Our traditional Ch 62 was proving problematic prior to the race start and 
a decision was made to shift to our alternative station ship to ship Ch17. 
 
It was interesting that Coastguard were having lots of problems with 
Ch62 that same morning, so it was a general failure believed to be in the 
repeater at Mt Kau Kau. 
 
 

We would have normally shifted across to CH 77 which is a 5watt ship to ship channel, but it was at the request of 
the Harbourmaster that we avoided that channel, as it was being used by dinghy clubs on the other side of the 
harbor for two major regattas. 
 
LBYC’s VHF (by the bar) Channel 17 which is only 1-watt ship to ship was giving our race management team a lot of 
grief during the Saturday afternoon. Much of the time we could receive but not transmit. Various learned folk looked 
over the LBYC radio internals and aerial system and it gave excellent results on the appropriate test apparatus. 
I believe that the lines of sight between the club aerial and our fleet out on the harbour have possibly been 
interrupted by the construction of the café and then if radio signals can get past the café then they have to thread 
their way through the maze of aluminum masts of boats in the marina. 
 
After the dinghy racing at Evans Bay was completed on Saturday afternoon, we thought it would be better to 
transfer to the 5-watt Ch 77 for the night. Problems persisted and in the interests of safety the race management 
team vacated the LBYC at 0130 hrs on Sunday morning and moved to the lovely “Vanilla Ice “out on the very end of 
A Pier. We thank Rhys Moult for making Vanilla Ice available. Transmission continued beautifully from Vanilla Ice’s 
masthead aerial and no other metal masts in the lines of sight to our racing fleet. We were even getting a nice clear 
signal from our boats on the other side of Somes Island. 
 
So, we have got work to do at LBYC – radio failures on Ch 62 are all too common and we simply cannot operate our 
yacht racing with the inability of our shore station to contact the race fleet. It is probably as easy as unbolting our 
club roof top aerial and trying alternative sites and heights.  
 
I asked my brother about our problem (he is a Prof in Engineering at MIT) and a radio nerd all his life. He tells me 
that radio reception does not seem to conform to any mathematical modelling – I remember as a kid helping him 
run aerials and trying different locations for his ham radio on the ex WW2 ZC1. I know we had to be careful not get 
radiation burn with the reasonably high output voltage developed during transmission calling. He suggests that trial 
and error is the best method to get a new site for the aerial. 
 
We must also meet with RPNYC and EBYMBC to discuss the problems with Ch 62 and find a way to resolve them. We 
three yacht clubs own Ch 62 and it should be maintained as operational. Lives depend on it.  
 
I will be discussing the matter in depth with the Sailing Committee and hope we can report some positive work done 
to alleviate these problems soon.  
 
Bob Rowell  
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Etiquette of flying the NZ Red Ensign  

Recently I have been studying the traditions and etiquette of flying 

various flags, particularly from my flagpole at home and the 

possibility of fitting a yard arm. 

During my research, an interesting rule of flag flying from yachts 

came up repeatedly in website articles: - 

The tradition and correct etiquette is that the ensign should be 

hauled down (or rolled up) and NOT displayed during racing. 

It should be removed at the 5-minute signal and redisplayed at the 

finishing or retiring from the race. 

If you are displaying the NZ Red Ensign you should salute all Royal Yachts and all warships of any nationality. A salute 

is made by dipping the ensign to a position two thirds the way down the halyard from the close-up position. 

LBYC or other burgees should not be displayed while racing. 

Yachts should display a racing flag (usually flown from the backstay while racing) and removed on finishing or retiring 

from the race. 

In summary therefore  

1. A yacht displaying the NZ Red Ensign is under the “command” of the Queen, the Government and the Royal 

New Zealand Navy. 

2. A yacht displaying a club burgee is indicating that it is under the command of that yacht club and its 

Commodore and other Flag Officers. 

3. A yacht displaying a racing flag during a race indicates that it is under command of the Race Officer and 

sailing under the current YNZ Racing Rules of Sailing. 

 

If you are displaying the LBYC pennant (usually from a halyard from the starboard spreader) the correct etiquette 

should be that it is dipped to salute our esteemed Commodore if sailing past. This acknowledgement would only be 

expected a single time in a day. 

If you are displaying a racing flag, then it is not expected that you dip it every time you pass the R.O. in the Start Box 

or Committee Boat.  

Bob Rowell 
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Other matters of interest 
 
Some thoughts and questions on the future of LBYC regattas 
By Ray Manning 
 
The opinions below are entirely the writer’s own views and are not necessarily the opinions held by the Club 
Executive, Sailing Committee, or individual members. 
 

1. Is Anniversary Day the right time to hold the Sail Wellington Regatta? 

1.1 Maybe not. Many people are still away or doing other Summer activities. 

1.2 Many years ago, this was a popular Regatta and I recall starting upwards of 8 different classes and total 

fleet of near 50 boats. It was then called the Lindauer Regatta, but I am not sure if it was held on 

Anniversary Day.  

1.3 It was definitely a two-day Regatta. 

1.4 Many years ago, Wellington Anniversary Regatta was one of the most well supported events in the 

Wellington Regional calendar. The only better supported event was the Easter Paremata Regatta (but 

they did not have Keelers at that event).  

 

2. Is the right time to hold the Rum Regatta where schedule at present being held in conjunction with LBYC 

Day 2 Interclub Race? 

2.1 I think so, although so far quite a few of the fleet coming to sail in the Interclub race have not stayed on 

for the rest of the Rum Regatta. 

2.2 I wonder why this is? The cost of Entry? Prizes on offer not being attractive? 

2.3 There was a time when the prizes were quite a lot larger. The winner of the Colin Akhurst Memorial Cup 

used to get a whooping big 5 Litre bottle of Rum! 

2.4 I believe it comes down to a combination of Sponsorship that can be secured versus cost of the Entry 

Fee. These are interlinked. To justifiy meaningful Sponsorship you need a significant number of entries. 

Having only 8 – 14 entrants doesn’t cut it if we are going to deliver value back to the sponsors. For 

sponsors it has to be about real exposure for them, which will add value to their business. They are not 

charities! More entries mean lower Entry Fees and greater Sponsorship interest. A simple equation! 

 

3. Should our Regattas be longer over say 2 days? 

3.1 Our Regattas always used to be 2 days, and in recent years this was tried again by the Sailing 

Committee. Unfortunately it didn’t work! We got fewer entries. Why? Maybe today people seem less 

inclined to commit to another day from their busy lives to go yacht racing. 

3.2 So what are we getting wrong? Is our Regatta format the problem? What could we do that is different? 

3.3 RPYNC are still managing to get successfully hold an annual 3 day Regatta (Friday to Sunday + a 

Sponsors race on the Thursday). 

3.4 RPYNC regularly bring their Regatta over to our sailing waters, so our sailing area is popular. 

3.5 I am not sure that everyone realises, or even cares, that it takes quite a bit of additional effort to set up 

for an On-the-Water Event. There are NoRs and SIs to be written, Marks and ground tackle to be 

prepared and laid (and then later deflated and put away), Start/Finish boats to be organised and extra 

people required to man Mark laying RIB and Race Management. This extra effort is less onerous if the 

event is well supported and lasts longer.   
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4. Should we have more Regattas? 

4.1 Probably not. There may be even case for considering only one 2 day LBYC Regatta for the season and 

for us to put the effort into generating interest for other clubs to participate, and encourage our own 

boats to support it. 

4.2 If successful, this could allow us to reach out and secure solid Sponsorship for which we could really 

offer some value.  

 

5. How do we make our Regattas attractive to get our club to participate?  

5.1 Now that is the real question we need to address! 

5.2 We have great sailing water and the club has the skills to run good racing. 

5.3 So what is missing? Your views? 

 

A special thanks from the editor 

This issue is the second of the quarterly publications this year. I hope you have enjoyed reading some of the 
stories. Special thanks to those LBYC members who have shared their stories and shown great passion for 
boating which comes through in the articles they have written.   

I welcome your feedback on what you would like to see in The Cutlass. The executive committee is particularly 
keen that The Cutlass records the history of club activities so that all the achievements and milestones will not 
be forgotten. 

I will be looking to stand down after the next issue in August of this year as my time is somewhat limited with 
other commitments. If there is a member who is keen to take over The Cutlass, please email me. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The next Cutlass will be early August  

Deadline for articles is 15 July 2020. 

Club contact details 

04 568 3715 | info@lbyc.org.nz  | LBYC Website  |     
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